™
MAXXBAR
Hood & Interior Work Light Platform

The MAXXEON® MAXXBARTM Hood & Interior Work Light Platform is the perfect accessory for CYCLOPS, LUMENATOR® or
the new MAXXBEAM™ work lights. The adjustable hood grips and rotation angle lets you easily set up to illuminate virtually any engine bay as
the MAXXBAR™ quickly expands to fit hoods up to 78” across. The MAXXBAR™ quickly and easily separates into two pieces for easy storage.

Order No. MXN10183

20º

47” to 78”

MAXXBAR™ shown with 2 MAXXBEAM™ lights for a total of 2400 lumens
(Lights not included with the MAXXBAR™ Work Light Platform)

TPE coated grips feature a 20 degree rotation to
compensate for different hood angles

* Separately order MAXXBEAM™, No. MXN00900 lights at 1200 lumens each,
or CYCLOPS, No. MXN00810 (red), MXN00811 (green) or MXN00812 (yellow) at 700 lumens each

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Powder Coating: The steel tubing is powder coated to resist chips and scratches in normal use.
• Grips: The “ear” shaped grips are coated with a Thermo Plastic Elastomer (TPE), which combines the flexibility of rubber with the strength of
thermoplastics, to provide a soft, yet durable surface that won’t scratch the vehicle’s surfaces.
• Handles: To provide a secure hand hold when expanding and rotating the hood grips, the 2 red handles are made from tough ABS.
• Expanding: The hood grips expand from 3’ 11” to 6’ 6”, so MAXXBAR™ can securely attach to the hood of most vehicles.
• Rotating: Not only do the grips expand, but they also rotate by ±20 degrees to compensate for various hood angles. The steel bar can be
rotated, relative to the grips, to keep the surface of the bar parallel with the engine bay. Makes it easy to aim the light!
• Support Weight: MAXXBAR™ can support 6 pounds, i.e., 2 WorkStar® 5000 LUMENATOR®s equipped with the MXN10085 magnetic bases or 8
WorkStar® 900 MAXXBEAM™s, which is a lot of light!
• Storage: Each MAXXBAR™ consists of 2 symmetrical halves with a button-spring connector in the middle. This means that you can quickly and
easily separate the two halves for safe storage in your tool chest.
• Sturdy: The rugged MAXXBAR™ commercial grade professional Hood & Interior Work Light Platform is designed for daily use by technicians
in demanding automotive shop environments. Constructed quality steel, aluminum, and ABS, MAXXBAR™ is the perfect platform to magnetically
mount MAXXEON work lights when working in engine bays or vehicle interiors.
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